All projects, regardless of size, must install E&S controls as appropriate, given the site layout, neighboring features, and proposed disturbance activities. Only projects that include earth disturbance greater than 5,000 square feet must submit an ERSA Application to PWD. For more information regarding E&S control requirements, see Chapter 2.3 and Table E-4 of the Stormwater Guidance Manual v3.0.

Note: The sample plan provided here is for a proposed development project that, with less than 15,000 square feet of earth disturbance, is exempted from the post-construction stormwater management requirements. This sample plan includes examples of some types of E&S control measures as applicable to this project. A separate sheet with details and standard notes (See Table E-5 and E-6) must be included in accordance with the PA DEP Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control Program Manual.